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F. PROJECT SUMMARY
Applicants must provide, in the space below, a 200-word summary in lay language, of their research proposal. It is critical
that the summary be in lay language as it will be reviewed and evaluated, by two stakeholder members of Cystic Fibrosis
Canada’s Medical/Scientific Advisory Committee.

The immense complexity of microbial communities living in our lungs, throats, and sinuses presents a
challenge to understanding declining lung function in patients with cystic fibrosis (CF). Novel ways to
study these communities using new DNA sequencing technology have identified the relevant
bacteria, but many questions remain about how each contributes to health and disease and how
individual bacterial populations change over time during infection.
The bacterium Haemophilus influenzae is an important cause of disease in children with CF, and
children are often infected with several types at once. We will analyze the DNA of this species and its
close relatives by purifying it directly from patient samples collected from children with CF. To do this,
we will exploit a peculiarity of H. influenzae cellular physiology, in which these bacteria actively take
up DNA from their environment, but only from their own or closely related species. By purifying,
sequencing, and analyzing these preferred DNA fragments from patient samples, we will track
genetic changes in the species within individual patients over time. This study will pinpoint specific
bacterial genes involved in adapting to new conditions, like changes in treatment and disease
severity, and thus offer new insights into patient care.

If this application is for a research grant renewal, the applicant must provide a 200-word summary, in lay language, of
progress achieved during the term of the previous grant. It is critical that the summary be in lay language as it will be
reviewed and be evaluated, by two stakeholder members of Cystic Fibrosis Canada’s Medical/Scientific Advisory
Committee.

Not applicable.
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G. PROGRESS REPORT
Applicants for renewal grants must provide details of progress achieved during the term of the previous grant.
Productivity/accomplishments relating to specific aims outlined in the previous application should be addressed. One
additional page may be used, and should be inserted following this page.
Applicants for initial grants are encouraged to summarize their previous studies and areas of expertise which are of
relevance to the current proposal. One additional page may be used, and should be inserted following this page.

My laboratory focuses on the basic biology of natural competence, the ability of many bacteria
to take up DNA from their environment and incorporate it into their chromosomes. Natural
competence allows these bacteria to exchange genes between otherwise clonal lineages.
Thus competent bacteria can share genes involved in antibiotic resistance and other
pathogenesis traits, such as evasion of the immune system1.
This proposal is a unique chance for us to directly help clinical researchers understand how
bacterial genomes evolve during the chronic infections of cystic fibrosis. This combines our
molecular tools for studying DNA uptake with our bioinformatics and genomics expertise, and
applies them to longitudinal studies of pediatric CF being carried out by our collaborators.
We have extensively characterized the natural competence pathway in Haemophilus
influenzae, the subject of the proposed work, investigating its regulation, mechanism, and
consequences to genetics and evolution2-14. We are the only group focused on natural
competence in the Pasteurellaceae and have worked with Haemophilus influenzae for over 25
years.
We have established the protocols for growing, manipulating, and transforming H. influenzae15,
16
; we have extensively characterized the regulation of natural competence6, 8-10, 14; we recently
completed a study examining the effects of knocking out every competence-regulated genes,
providing a large set of genetic resources5. We also have extensive experience with
bioinformatics and evolutionary genetic analysis,
having characterized the mechanism and evolution
of DNA uptake specificity2, 3, 17, the consequences of
competence in natural populations18, and natural
variation in competence itself12, 13.
More recent work has focused on experimental
genomics analyses of DNA uptake and genetic
transformation, whose outcomes are directly relevant
to the proposed project. We published the first genome-wide study of natural transformation,
which not only showed the extent that individual competent cells are transformed by divergent
DNA from a clinical isolate (0.2-3% of individual chromosomes are rapidly replaced), but also
showed that we can accurately measure variant allele frequencies at nearly all positions of the
genome in pools18. In the example above two transformed genomes with recombination tracts
in the same 40 kb interval were pooled with two clones lacking recombination tracts in that
interval. The top panels show the donor allele frequency in singly sequenced clones, and the
bottom panel shows the allele frequency in the pool of clones.
Unpublished extensions of these transformation genomics
studies show that we can also detect and quantify the
frequencies of very rare alleles and use information within
genome sequencing reads to assemble haplotypes from variant
alleles in the same read pair. In the example to the right, total
DNA from a transformed culture was sequenced to 20,000-fold
genomic coverage, and the allele frequency at each polymorphic
07/2012

position distinguishing donor from recipient was measured. Blue shows the donor-specific
allele frequency at these positions, while grey shows the background frequency of non-donor
non-reference bases at the same positions (a measure of sequencing error). The results
above not only show that transformation of single chromosomes is extensive and its rate
varies extensively over the chromosome, but they show that accurate allele frequency
measurements can be obtained at low cost using Illumina sequencing and our computation
pipelines
We have also developed a method to sequence DNA fragments taken up by H. influenzae
cells by trapping preferred fragments in competent cells’ periplasm using a translocationdeficient mutant and purifying them by organic extraction (described further in SECTION K:
DETAILED PROGRAM PROPOSAL). Subsequent comparision of input DNAs and taken up DNAs
shows a strong enrichment for fragments with good matches to the USS motif, highlighting the
importance of positional dependencies (i.e. interaction
effect) between USS bases (figure to the right). The work
also suggested that this combination of molecular biology
and genomic analysis could be a potent—though
admittedly unusual—approach to metagenomics. We
propose to highly enrich clinical DNA samples for those
fragments with a high density of USSs, found only in H.
influenzae and its Pasteurellaceae relatives4, 19, 20, and then
apply modern deep sequencing technology to study
population dynamics during chronic infection.
Given our long experience with H. influenzae molecular
genetics and evolution, with natural competence and uptake specificity, and with our recent
experimental genomics work, we are the only laboratory poised to carry out the proposed use of
uptake specificity to enrich for Pasteurellaceae DNA fragments from clinical samples. Because of our
clinical collaborations, we will generate new insight into how Haemophilus genomes change and
evolve during chronic infections of children with CF.
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I. STATEMENT OF RELEVANCE
Applicants must describe in specific terms the relevance to, and potential importance, of the proposed research to cystic
fibrosis. Relevance to CF is an important criterion for funding. In addition, please outline relevance to other
diseases/disorders, i.e. possible spin-offs.

Progressive decline in lung function in CF patients is largely attributable to chronic bacterial
infections. Although Pseudomonas aeruginosa and others dominate in adults, Haemophilus
influenzae is often an important component in children. To better understand how bacterial
populations evolve and change during long-term infection, we propose to analyze populations of
Haemophilus influenzae on a genome-wide scale in pediatric CF patients, taking advantage of an
ongoing longitudinal study of children with CF (through our collaborators).
The difficulties in studying bacterial populations at a genome-wide level are at least two-fold.
Isolating and culturing independent clones from a sample allows for both genotyping and phenotyping
of clones, but is laborious and expensive. Alternative culture-free methods that use DNA sequencing
are often limited by human DNA in clinical samples, either targeting phylogenetic marker genes (like
16S rDNA), or describing microbial communities overall metabolim, due to the low concentration of
DNA from any particular species.
To circumvent these limitations and focus analysis to a specific organism, we propose to use a recent
innovation from our lab that exploits a quirk of cellular physiology—DNA uptake specificity. Like
many airway pathogens and other bacteria, H. influenzae is naturally competent, able to take up
environmental DNA and add it to its chromosomes by recombination. But H. influenzae only takes up
DNA containing short uptake sequences, which are highly abundant in its own genome. We will use
this to purify Haemophilus DNA from clinical samples, even in the presence of excess DNA from
human and other bacteria. Using high yield DNA sequencing, we will characterize H. influenzae and
related species’ genome-wide population dynamics. This will estimate population genetic parameters
(divergence, mutation, recombination, and clonal expansion) and correlate these with genomic
regions, as well as with changes in H. influenzae’s relative abundance and in patient metadata.
Haemophilus influenzae is a commensal of the human nasopharynx, but it is also an opportunistic
pathogen that causes both invasive and non-invasive disease. Carriage declines with age, with most
people clearing their respiratory tracts of H. influenzae by adulthood. However it can make up a
substantial proportion of the communities in the airways of children with CF, comprising up to 30% of
the isolates from one study. Application of our method to H. influenzae populations in children with
CF could also be extended to other diseases. H. influenzae is the most commonly isolated microbe
from COPD disease exacerbations, and can also invade normally sterile tissues, leading to
bacteremia, septic arthritis, cellulitis and meningitis in infants and small children20. Meningitis rates
have plummeted since the introduction of a vaccine against serotype b strains21, but other serotypes
and ‘non-typeable’ strains continue to be causes of childhood ear infections (otitis media),
conjunctivitis and sinusitis, and of pneumonia in the elderly and people with pulmonary disorders and
immunodeficiency22, 23. First Nations populations are especially vulnerable, as are children in
developing countries where the vaccine is not available24, 25.
The immediate utility of the proposed experimental and analytical analyses are several-fold: (1)
Allow rapid inexpensive genome-scale monitoring of Pasterellaeceae bacterial populations in
CF patients, especially with respect to recombination and horizontal gene transfer; (2) facilitate
identifying genes with clinical relevance directly from clinical DNA samples, such as antibiotic
resistance and intracellular invasion; and (3) extend to study genome-wide population
dynamics of other organisms with uptake specificity, i.e. members of the Neisseria genus.
Eventually, we expect our approach will extend to other members of the CF microbiome, and
potentially provide insights into how horizontal gene transfer between bacteria might be
blocked.
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J. SUMMARY OF PROPOSED RESEARCH
Please provide a one-page summary of the rationale, general objectives, and specific goals of the proposed research.

New genomics approaches to clinical microbiology are yielding broad insights into the bacterial
communities living on our bodies, including a deeper understanding of the bacteria living in the
respiratory tracts of CF patients. However, we have substantially less insight into the population
dynamics of individual bacterial species during chronic infection: How genetically diverse are cells of
a single species within a patient? How does this diversity change during disease exacerbations and
therapeutic interventions? How much horizontal gene transfer takes place between related bacteria?
While several analytical tools exist for such studies, appropriate genome-wide datasets from human
microbiomes are sorely lacking, especially when a species’ abundance is low and because human
DNA can make up a large proportion of the DNA in a clinical sample. Understanding genome-wide
population dynamics will inform patient treatment by indicating how populations change in response
to new therapies and what bacterial genes are important during changes in disease status.
We propose a novel approach to microbial population genomics, targeting populations of the naturally
competent bacterium H. influenzae that reside in the airways of pediatric cystic fibrosis patients. To
target this group, we will exploit a peculiarity of H. influenzae’s natural competence pathway—DNA
uptake specificity—where cells actively and preferentially take up DNA from their own species and
close relatives, due to the high density of “uptake signal sequences” (USSs) in these genomes. By
applying deep sequencing analysis to DNA preferentially taken up from clinical samples, we will
acquire extensive population-level sampling of all H. influenzae genes in single clinical specimens,
while excluding ‘off-target’ DNAs from other bacteria and the human host.
AIM A: Uptake specificity for Haemophilus genomes. We will perform control uptake experiments
to determine how variation in genomic USSs (both their sequence and density) affects (1) the
recovery of DNA fragments of different sizes, (2) the measure of allele frequencies, and (3) the
effect of competition by host and other bacterial DNAs.
AIM B: Haemophilus population dynamics in pediatric CF. We will enrich for Pasteurellaceae
DNA directly from DNA of clinical samples, primarily sputum from children with CF, prior to high
coverage sequencing. These metagenomic data will be used to estimate population genetic
parameters along the chromosome. Analysis of longitudinal samples will determine how intraspecific genomic diversity changes in response to changes in disease status and therapy.
The outcome of these analyses will be a rapid, low-cost, and comprehensive characterization of
Pasteurellaceae communities in pediatric CF respiratory tracts. The population genetic parameters
we estimate will be used to detect targets of selection in the H. influenzae genome within the human
host, and will point to novel genes involved in evasion of the immune system and antibiotic
resistance. This will directly inform studies to subvert these bacterial defenses.
The experimental and analytical techniques we establish can later be applied to mapping and
identifying genes conferring clinically important phenotypes, such as antibiotic resistance and
invasion of airway epithelia. The approach can eventually be extended to other bacteria of the human
airway, many of which are also naturally competent and regularly exchange alleles and loci by natural
transformation.
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K. DETAILED PROGRAM PROPOSAL
Please provide a detailed proposal that includes the following: background, general approach and hypothesis; specific
aims; research proposal, including experimental procedures and any other information germane to the proposal;
significant results obtained to date; personnel requirements; and short- and long-term goals, and the hurdles you expect
to encounter in achieving your goals.
Excluding references and appendices that contain relevant data presented in charts, figures, diagrams, gene maps, etc.,
this proposal may not exceed 10 pages in the paper copy of the application, including this one (single-sided, single-spaced,
1-inch margins on all sides, in 12 point font size). Nine additional pages may be inserted following this page. PLEASE
NOTE THAT PAGES IN EXCESS OF THE MAXIMUM WILL BE REMOVED FROM THE APPLICATION.
The list of references and appendices of relevant data must be inserted following the Detailed Program Proposal. While the
reference list and appendices of data are excluded from the 10-page limit, applicants are asked to exercise discretion and
limit data to that most relevant to the proposal.
Please include a table-of-contents for Section K (Detailed Research Proposal) in both the paper copy and PDF to help
guide reviewers through this section. The table-of-contents is excluded from the 10-page limit.
To make full use of the space in this section, you should delete the instructions above by using your delete or
backspace key.
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BACTERIAL POPULATION DYNAMICS IN PEDIATRIC CYSTIC FIBROSIS AIRWAYS:
TARGETED METAGENOMICS OF HAEMOPHILUS INFLUENZAE
I. BACKGROUND
The airway microbiome and cystic fibrosis: Complex microbial communities inhabit
the human airway. Because progressive decline in CF patients’ lung function is due in
large part to chronic bacterial infections, it is critical to understand how bacterial
communities change over time: across disease exacerbations, antibiotic treatments,
and indicators of the immune response. Many of the bacteria responsible for these
infections also reside in normal airways, where they share an ecological niche with a
wide diversity of other microbes [1]. Bacteria in the
!"#$%&'"2(./0(
,*)"-(./0(
respiratory tract colonize the mucus layer that separates
)*#*+(
!"#$%&'"(
respiratory epithelial cells from the airway (figure to the
right), where they form microcolonies and multispecies
%1'$,%2'"2(#%22+(
biofilms, binding to mucus glycoproteins, to each other,
and to host cell surfaces [2].!
In the context of chronic infections, it is crucial to understand how individual
pathogens change and evolve in response to changes in their environment.
Although DNA sequencing methods can broadly profile the abundance of bacterial taxa
in clinical samples, understanding genome-wide population dynamics within bacterial
species cannot be easily investigated with current approaches. The ability to investigate
intra-species population dynamics at a genome-wide scale would permit identification of
bacterial genes under selection within individual patients, and link these to changes in
treatment or disease status, especially due to recombination between related bacteria.
The background focuses attention on the bacterium Haemophilus influenzae, since this
is the species we target in the culture-free metagenomics approach proposed below.
The significance of H. influenzae and the proposed work to CF and other pulmonary
disorders are detailed in Section I: STATEMENT OF RELEVANCE.
Population dynamics and natural competence: Populations of bacteria, even withinspecies, are extremely diverse (see below); new strains are acquired from other people,
mutations accumulate, and recombination between strains
occurs [3-4]. Bacteria reproduce clonally (figure to the right),
but new mutations can increase in frequency if they carry a
selective advantage, carrying genetic variation in the
background along with them as abundance changes. In CF, H. influenzae strains are
often mutators, at least sometimes due to mutations in the mismatch repair gene mutS
[5-7]. This increases the mutation rate of these strains, and may facilitate adaptation.
Recombination is another important force in genome evolution [3,8-9]. Many bacteria,
and many airway pathogens, are naturally competent, able to exchange genes between
otherwise clonal lineages of related bacteria. Naturally competent bacterial cells actively
transport DNA from their environment across the cell envelope, and this donor DNA can
be added to chromosomes by homologous recombination (transformation), when
sufficient sequence identity between donor and recipient molecules
exists [10,11]. Transformation spreads pathogenesis-related traits
through populations (figure to the right), both by transfer of allelic
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variation and integration of whole loci [12]. Spread of antibiotic resistance is particularly
important, but other traits, such as cell surface markers and the ability to invade airway
epithelial cells (to evade the immune system), can also spread by transformation[13-16].
Natural competence has made major contributions to the evolution of H. influenzae and
other competent species. For example, analyses of H. influenzae clinical isolates using
MLST (multilocus sequence typing) found evidence of extensive recombination in
housekeeping genes [16]. But different loci show varying levels of population-level
recombination, potentially indicating selective forces or variation in recombination rate.
Unfortunately, most population studies have been restricted to very few loci, or to whole
genome sequences from clinical isolates derived from different patients and in different
contexts, so understanding how bacterial genomes change during chronic infection
remains guesswork. Current approaches to studying microbiomes are described below.
(1) Culture-based methods: Culturing bacterial clones from clinical samples allows
surveys of the genotypic and phenotypic diversity within particular species or groups.
This has identified and characterized the dominant pathogenic species that colonize the
lungs of patients with CF. These include the focus of this study, Haemophilus influenzae
(particularly important for CF in children), along with Staphylococcus aureus,
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Burkholderia spp. and emerging pathogens Achromobacter
xylosoxidans and Stenotrophomonas maltophilia [1,17].
Clinical isolates of H. influenzae display extensive phenotypic and genotypic variation.
Phenotypically, clinical isolates differ in their levels of antibiotic resistance, serum
resistance, intracellular invasion of epithelial cells, biofilm formation, establishment of
otitis media, natural competence, mutability, and potentially even vaccine escape
[6,15,18-23]. Among the 20 sequenced H. influenzae strains, pairs typically differ by ~23% substitutions per nucleotide, in addition to hundreds of “accessory” loci contained in
indel polymorphisms [3,24]. How genetic variants controlling virulence traits change in
frequency during chronic infection remain unknown. Another MLST study found 179
distinct H. influenzae strains in 127 healthy children [25].
(2) Culture-free taxonomic profiling: Culture-free methods for profiling taxonomic
composition in airway-associated microbiomes are increasingly common, applying
inexpensive DNA sequencing directly to clinical samples. This typically focuses on
profiling the relative abundance of bacterial families using PCR-based sequencing of
16S rDNA, so does not address within-group genomic variation. Such studies have
indicated roles in CF disease progression for declining overall taxonomic diversity and
also for difficult-to-culture anaerobes (e.g. Prevotella and Veillonella spp.)[17,26-28].
For example, a study of 6 healthy adults identified 3431 distinct 16S rDNA sequences
(i.e. distinct taxa) in the oral cavity, and upper and lower respiratory tracts [29]. Other
studies have reported different proportions of species in different parts of the airway [3031], but these are interconnected by coughing, sneezing, swallowing, and the ‘bronchial
escalator’ (cilia-driven upward flow of respiratory mucus). The microbiomes of 6 healthy
people found that H. inflenzae and its relatives (family Pasteurellaceae) represent 618% of the human oropharynx microbiome, with 145 distinct Pasteurellaceae (!97%
16S identity)[32]. This indicates that they are diverse, but tells us little about genomic
variation.
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(3) Metagenomic analysis: An alternative culture-free method is to simply sequence
total DNA from clinical samples to high depth and use this data to characterize the
microbiome as a whole. This is becoming more practical with decreasing sequencing
costs, but such metagenomic information still typically says very little about genome
dynamics within species. Instead, the current focus is on measuring the abundance of
genes encoding different metabolic pathways (as in the human microbiome project)
[33]. A major limitation, especially for airway specimens, is the high abundance of
human DNA (mostly from neutrophils), which can comprise >98% of DNA from sputum,
especially in CF patients [34-36], thus sufficient sequencing to obtain high coverage of
bacterial metagenomes in these mixtures would be prohibitively expensive.
A need for population-specific metagenomics: Because we currently lack good
metagenomic datasets of individual species, well-conceived algorithms for
understanding bacterial population dynamics gather dust waiting for appropriate
datasets. In particular, the framework of Johnson and Slatkin allows key population
genetic parameters to be estimated directly from short-read metagenomic sequence
data [37-39]. These include population-scale rates of growth, mutation, and
recombination. This could identify loci under selection and mutation and recombination
“hotspots”, clarifying how populations evolve in chronic infection to inform treatment.
We propose to initiate genome-scale population studies right away, using as a
model system the population dynamics of H. influenzae in a pediatric cystic fibrosis
context. To enrich for Haemophilus DNA before sequencing, we will exploit the DNA
uptake specificity of its natural competence pathway (described below). The outcome
will be a low-cost comprehensive analysis of H. influenzae and related species’
genomes from clinical samples of children with CF. This study will provide dense
sampling of H. influenzae genetic diversity across the genome, and directly measure the
potential for horizontal gene transfer into H. influenzae from respiratory tract DNA. We
will analyze samples from ongoing longitudinal studies of CF airway bacteria, allowing
changes in genomic variation to be correlated changes to
pulmonary function, antibiotic regime, and other patient metadata.
The mechanism of DNA uptake: Naturally competent bacteria
actively use a pseudopilus fiber to pull environmental DNA
through an outer membrane pore (figure to the right)![11,40-41].
Once double-stranded DNA is in the periplasm, one strand is
translocated through the inner membrane to the cytoplasm by a second pore (which
includes the product of the rec-2 gene [42]), while the other is degraded. Recombination
of cytoplasmic DNA into chromosomes depends on the RecA recombinase and
similarity between the DNAs [43-44].
!"#$%
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The Uptake Signal Sequence: Competent Haemophilus cells AA G G T A A
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strongly prefer to take up DNA from other Haemophilus cells.
Cells take up H. influenzae DNA over unrelated DNAs by
>1000-fold in competition experiments [45]. The cause of this self-specificity is the
extreme over-representation in the H. influenzae genome of a preferred sequence motif,
the uptake signal sequence (USS) [46-47]. The 9-bp core occurs nearly 1000 times per
megabase of genome (Mb), dramatically more than that expected by chance. In
contrast, the human genome has only ~1 core USS/Mb, and other respiratory tract
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bacteria have ~1-10 core USS/Mb (TABLE 1). An extended USS motif (figure above) has
been characterized by both bioinformatics analysis of Pasteurellaceae genomes and
direct experimentation, showing that the preferred sequence can be defined by a longer
motif with flanking T-rich segments and interaction effects between USS bases [45,4849]. USSs dramatically increase the efficiency that Haemophilus DNA is taken up,
even in the presence of excess DNA from other sources.!
The USS acts at uptake initiation upon specific binding to the pseudopilus tip, with
subsequent progression of DNA uptake acting independently of sequence. No upper
size limit on uptake of USS-containing fragments has been established, but fragments
from 50 bp to 50 kb are efficiently taken up. The location and density of USS sites in
Pasteurellaceae genomes has remained stable over time, and the best model for their
origin and maintenance is that they accumulate when random mutations that confer
increased uptake efficiency spread through populations by biased DNA uptake and
transformation [47]. Supporting this model, nucleotide divergence within USS sites is
reduced compared to the genome-wide average (unpublished, FIG. 1).
Conclusion: We propose to first characterize this remarkable self-specificity and then
and then exploit it to investigate the genome-scale population dynamics of H. influenzae
during chronic infections of children with CF. The experimental and analytical
techniques can later be applied to identifying genes conferring clinically important
phenotypes and to other bacteria in the human airway, many of which are also naturally
competent and regularly exchange alleles and loci by transformation.

II. GENERAL APPROACH AND HYPOTHESIS
We hypothesize that tracking Haemophilus population dynamics during chronic
infection of children with CF will reveal how these bacteria evolve in response to
therapeutic interventions and disease exacerbations. We expect that understanding
these dynamics and their genomic consequences for H. influenzae and other
Pasteurellaceae will provide critical insights into the complex ecology of the CF airway,
including the identification of genes actively under selection within individual patients
and the potential for horizontal gene transfer. For example, culture-based studies have
found variation in antibiotic resistance in clinical isolates, and we expect that resistant
strains and/or resistance alleles would increase in frequency in response to new
antibiotic therapy.
To exclude most off-target DNA from humans and other bacteria before metagenomic
sequencing, we will use the DNA uptake specificity of H. influenzae to enrich for
Haemophilus genomes directly from DNA extracts of clinical samples. We will initially
carry out a series of control uptake experiments, using pools of genomes with known
composition and sequence as donor DNA. This will refine the experimental and
analytical methods and provide tests of our current model of uptake specificity
necessary for interpreting the data obtained from clinical samples.
Next, we will apply our method to study Haemophilus populations within a longitudinal
study of pediatric CF, and use uptake specificity to purify and sequence to high genomic
depth DNA from the Haemophilus cells residing in clinical samples. The resulting
datasets will be analyzed using adaptations of existing algorithms that estimate
population genetic parameters. Analysis of these data will reveal how mutation,
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recombination, and selective forces act on these genomes over time within
individual patients and identify genetic targets of ongoing selection.

III. SPECIFIC AIMS
AIM A: Uptake specificity for Haemophilus genomes. We will perform control
experiments to determine how variation in genomic USSs (both their sequence and
density) affects (1) the recovery of DNA fragments of different sizes, (2) measuring of
allele frequencies, and (3) effects of competition by host and other bacterial DNAs.
AIM B: Haemophilus population dynamics in pediatric CF. We will enrich for
Pasteurellaceae DNA directly from DNA of clinical samples, primarily sputum from
children with CF, prior to high coverage sequencing. These metagenomic data will be
used to estimate population genetic parameters along the chromosome. Analysis of
longitudinal samples will determine how intra-specific genomic diversity changes in
response to changes in disease status and therapy.

IV. RESEARCH PROPOSAL
Preliminary studies

!"#$%&''%#()*"%

We recently developed a method to recover and
sequence DNA fragments preferentially taken up by
#$*!+!),&
$#%'()&
!"#$%&
Haemophilus influenzae competent cells (figure to
right)[48]. The method exploits (1) a mutation in the recipient that blocks translocation of
dsDNA out of the periplasm (the rec-2 mutant), and (2) an organic extraction that
selectively purifies periplasmic DNA and excludes bulk chromosomal DNA (FIG. 2). The
purified DNA is then sequenced on the Illumina platform, giving sequences from 107-108
fragments that cells had taken up. Our first study, characterizing H. influenzae’s
specificity for the USS, found that the genomic consensus (FIG. 1A) is the optimal
uptake sequence and revealed interactions between bases in the motif [48].
We have used this new understanding to simulate an “uptake
efficiency map” across the H. influenzae genome. In this
simulation, all sequences in the genome are assigned a score
based on their fit to the USS motif, and each fragment’s
!!"#$%&$
!!'"$%&$
highest scoring site predicts its uptake. The figure to the right
shows the result for a 30 kb stretch of H. influenzae’s genome for 3 sizes of DNA: 0.25
kb (RED), 2.5 kb (BLUE), and 6.5 kb (GREEN). Positions above the cutoff score (10.2; dotted
line) are expected to make up >98% of periplasmic DNA. This suggests that using
fragments of ~6.5 kb would give appreciable coverage of the whole H. influenzae
genome (~4-6 USS/fragment), and exclude most non-Pasteurellaeceae DNA. We
expect ~1000-fold enrichment of Pasteurellaceae DNA over other sources, based on
genomic USS densities (TABLE 1), but real enrichment may be substantially higher. We
conservatively assumed that >1 USS/fragment would not increase efficiency, but this
might be expected with more potential binding sites.
Because our initial study used synthetic 200 bp fragments with degenerate USSs, we
confirmed our ability to purify genomic DNA from the periplasm (FIG. 3). As expected,
short fragments (~250 bp) were taken up less efficiently than longer fragments (ranging
from ~250 bp to 10 kb), since a smaller fraction of fragments contained USS. Yields
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were sufficient for sequencing library preparation (~100-200 ng), indicating that our
planned experiments are realistic.

General Methods
Cells and DNA: DNA from lab and clinical samples will be trapped by a rec-2 mutant
derivative of the lab strain KW20 [42,50]. Competent cultures will be prepared using the
standard protocol of transferring exponential cultures to a starvation medium for 100
minutes before uptake experiments [51]. Donor DNA will usually be sheared to ~6.5 kb
using Covaris g-tubes; other sizes will be generated by sonication (<500 bp) or
HydroShear (2.5 kb). For AIM A, genomic DNA of H. influenzae and other bacteria will
be extracted from type strains in our lab or obtained from colleagues, and human DNA
will be purchased commercially (Sigma). For AIM B, total DNA from clinical samples will
be obtained from our clinical collaborators (details below).
Uptake assays: All experiments proposed below will be accompanied by radiolabeled
uptake assays, as described. These will include saturation curves of DNA uptake and
the effects of competition between donors [51]. This will allow for optimizing
experimental conditions (concentration of cells and DNA, scale needed for high yield,
etc.). Re-uptake of periplasm-purified pools will demonstrate that the selection was
successful.
DNA purifications and sequencing: Periplasm-trapped DNA fragments will be purified
by organic extraction, modified from Kahn et al.![52-53] (aqueous: 1.M CsCl in TE;
organic: 1:1 phenol:acetone), and converted to indexed Illumina libraries by standard
methods (long fragments will be resheared to ~250 bp). Depending on the experiment,
libraries will be sequenced on either a MiSeq or HiSeq instrument, either individually or
as pools of libraries, depending on desired yield. Current yields for 2x100 bp paired-end
reads are 20 million (MiSeq) or 200 million (HiSeq) (4 or 40 Gigabases of sequence) per
lane. Especially for AIM A, multiplexing several libraries will reduce costs (one HiSeq
lane yields ~20,000-fold coverage of H. influenzae).
Data processing: Raw sequence reads will be aligned to all the reference genomes
relevant to the sample. To account for sequence reads with ambiguous taxonomic
assignment, we will use an aligner (NovoAlign or YAHA [54]) that retains reads that map
to multiple references and all their associated alignments. Alignment parameters used
in AIM B will be chosen based on the optimal parameters determined from the control
experiments of AIM A.
For AIM A, the reference genomes will include all those in the defined sample. The ratio
of recovered and input read depths at each genomic position will generate ‘uptake
efficiency maps’, and variant allele frequencies will be calculated for positions with >10
read depth (we aim for at least 100-fold coverage of Haemophilus).
For AIM B, alignment to the human genome and non-Pasteurellaceae
All Pairs
airway genomes will filter out most off-target sequences. Remaining
Human
reads will be aligned to all sequenced H. influenzae isolates, as well as
Not human
additional Pasteurellaceae genomes (figure to the right). DNA from unOther
sequenced organisms may also be present, so we will use de novo
Pasteurellaeceae
assembly (SOAP [55]) to build contigs from unaligned and BLAST will
attempt to identify their origin.
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Subsequent processing and analysis will primarily focus on reads aligned to H.
influenzae and other Pasteurellaceae, measuring variant allele frequencies across the
chromosome, and using tools developed for phasing haplotypes to build up linkages
between closely-spaced variants (to the right). Our
metagenomic reads
collaborators Ira Hall and Paul Planet will assist us in
developing computational pipelines, especially assignment of
reference sequence
metagenomic reads to specific bacterial taxa.!

AIM A: Uptake specificity for Haemophilus genomes
While the work of this aim will be interesting in its own right, in the context of this
proposal, these experiments serve as a set of controls for the analysis of pediatric CF
clinical samples in AIM B. We will be able to validate the computational methods and
evaluate artifacts, since the donor DNAs will be defined.
The main products will be three sets of “uptake efficiency maps”: (1) uptake maps of H.
influenzae chromosomal DNA of three fragment sizes to test how the presence of
multiple USSs on the same fragments influences uptake efficiency; (2) uptake maps
from a pool of 5 sequenced H. infuenzae and other Pasteurellaceae to test our ability to
measure variant allele frequencies and correctly recover haplotypes from population
samples; (3) uptake maps of a ‘reconstructed’ clinical sample, consisting of genomes
from H. influenzae, additional CF-associated microbes, and human, to test the effects of
competition by chance USSs in off-target genomes. All sequencing experiments in this
aim will have matched control libraries sequenced—derived from the input donor DNA—
to normalize read depth from periplasm-purified sequence data.
(1) Effect of DNA fragment size: We will begin by profiling DNA uptake of H.
influenzae genomic DNA randomly sheared to 3 different sizes, 250 bp, 2.5 kb, and 6.5
kb. We predict that the profile will be spiky when fragments are short, while more
uniform with longer DNAs (described above). Comparison of the experimental and
predicted maps from short fragments will identify novel sequences that promote or
inhibit uptake. Maps with longer fragments will show how multiple USSs on a fragment
affect uptake efficiency, allowing any synergy between USSs to be quantified.
(2) Measuring allele frequencies: The same experiment will be replicated (using 6.5
kb fragments), but using a pool of 5 DNAs from sequenced H. influenzae isolates
pooled into 3 different proportions in order to determine the accuracy with which we can
measure allele frequencies. Alignment parameters and computational pipelines will be
modified to optimize the accuracy of allele frequency measurements.
(3) Effect of competition: We will finally evaluate how well H. influenzae DNA uptake
specificity discriminates Pasteurellaceae DNA from host and other bacterial DNAs. This
will repeat the uptake profiling experiment above (using long DNAs of ~6.5 kb), but with
DNA composed of varying levels of foreign DNAs, particularly excess of human DNA as
a competitor.
Caveats: If multiple USSs do not increase efficiency, higher sequence depth will be
needed in AIM B. Measuring variant allele frequencies will be straightforward, but
building these into larger haplotypes that distinguish strains will require adapting
phasing tools designed for diploids [56-58]. Sequencing of off-target genomes and high
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background from non-USS containing fragments may require additional optimization of
experimental protocols before AIM B becomes realistic.
Outcomes: These experiments will be completed before the end of YEAR 1 and provide
crucial information about sequencing and data analysis requirements for AIM B. They
also test molecular models of DNA uptake and measure the potential for horizontal
gene transfer from related bacteria. High coverage sequencing of rare USS-containing
loci in off-target bacterial genomes would indicate our ability to acquire limited
population genetic data from non-Pasteurellaceae in AIM B.

AIM B: Haemophilus population dynamics in pediatric cystic fibrosis
We will use H. influenzae’s uptake specificity to purify USS-containing DNA fragments
directly from clinical DNA extracts, allowing Haemophilus and related DNA to be
detected over the background of DNA from the human host and other bacteria.
Sequencing will then provide a high coverage Pasteurellaceae metagenome for
population genetic inferences of clonal expansions, mutation rate, and recombination
rate. These estimates in turn will inform our understanding of population dynamics of
Pasteurellaceae species during chronic infections, across disease exacerbations and
therapeutic interventions.
Clinical samples: We will take advantage of ongoing studies of pediatric CF being
carried out by our clinical collaborators Drs. Paul Planet and Arnie Smith.
Dr. Planet’s group is halfway into a 6-year prospective study of microbial composition in
CF airways for pediatric patients (up to 20 years of age), with samples collected every
three months and during exacerbations and hospitalizations. They use cultureindependent methods to characterize microbial composition in sputum, oropharyngeal
swabs, and brocheoalveolar lavage (BAL) samples, applying 16S rDNA sequencing to
assign individual PCR fragments from these samples to microbial families. He will soon
have results from 650 samples from ~150 patients. Since his study is already profiling
taxonomic abundance of families, our analysis can be restricted to samples containing
Pasteurellaceae; subsequent quantitative PCR (qPCR) screening by us will test which
of these samples are positive for Haemophilus influenzae.
Dr. Smith’s group runs a program that continuously monitors children with CF and
obtains direct culture data from sputum samples, including CFU of H. influenzae per
gram of sputum. This may offer the opportunity to complement metagenomic data with
genome sequencing from cloned clinical isolates. Dr. Smith’s group is also
characterizing mutator strains frequently found in CF patients, and this will connect
directly with the allele frequency measurements and estimates of population-level
mutation rate we will obtain from our metagenomic survey of Haemophilus populations.
Timeline: In YEAR 1, we will apply our approach to a small cross-sectional study,
selecting 15 samples from different individuals that have a high proportion of
Pasteurellaceae (>5% of the bacterial 16S sequence reads in the sample). This will
focus on comparing the Pasteurellaceae genomic diversity between individuals and
between sputum, swab and BAL samples. In YEAR 2, we will apply our approach to
longitudinal samples from at least 3 patients with a high proportion of Pasteurellaceae in
at least 5 samples. The number of samples we can analyze will be dictated by the
results of the initial study and by the relationship between budget and changing costs of
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DNA sequencing. Continuation in YEAR 3 would analyze additional sets of longitudinal
samples to test specific hypotheses, particularly related to antibiotic therapy.
Initial characterization CF sputum DNA extracts: Two crucial considerations will
need to be accounted for before purifying Pasteurellaceae DNA from clinical samples:
(1) the concentration of human and Pasteurellaceae DNA in the extracts, and (2) the
size distribution of human and Pasteurellaceae DNA. The first of these will be
determined by qPCR analysis of single-copy genes from human and H. influenzae, and
extrapolating to the total DNA of each. Second, Southern blots of DNA extracts will be
probed with H. influenzae and human DNAs (single-copy and genomic) to measure the
size distributions. These analyses will determine the amount of sequence depth that will
be needed to obtain high coverage (at least 100-fold) of Pasteurellaceae in the mixture.
Enriching for Haemophilus DNA: Total sputum (or other) DNA provided by our
collaborators (and sheared to 6.5 kb) will be subjected to uptake by H. influenzae,
purification from the periplasm, and sequencing to high depth. For the initial crosssectional experiment, we will sequence to high depth (~2x107 read pairs; 4 Gb). Based
on the ~1000-fold difference in USS density between Haemophilus and unrelated
genomes, we predict that a sample with 1% bacterial DNA, of which 10% is H.
influenzae, would yield ~1000-fold coverage of the Haemophilus metagenome.
While much of the off-target DNA recovered is expected to be of human origin, we also
expect to have enriched for any loci in foreign genomes that happen to contain USSs,
providing limited population genetic data of other resident bacteria. This will
complement Dr. Planet’s investigations on changes in taxonomic abundance by
providing measurements of the changing diversity within individual taxa.
Metagenome analysis: Following the procedures outlined in General Methods above,
we will calculate allele frequencies at all H. influenzae genomic positions. Special care
will be taken to define cut-off thresholds for alignments to H. influenzae versus other
Pasteurellaceae. Using information within read pairs, we will use this to build short
haplotypes in short genomic intervals by highly stringent local de novo assembly using
GATK. This will then provide a profile of pairwise nucleotide divergence and allelic
diversity across the chromosome. As we expect much of the population dynamics in
these samples to be clonal, we expect to see correlated changes in allele frequency at
most genomic positions at different time points, but recombination events that spread
critical traits to different clones will be detected by allele frequency changes restricted to
specific loci (a simplified schematic illustrated in FIG. 4).
Population genetic estimates: For more robust parameter estimates, we will use tools
from Johnson and Slatkin [37-39] to make estimates of population-scaled clonal
expansion rate (R), mutation rate (theta), and recombination rate (rho), both for the
metagenome as a whole and as point estimates on sliding windows across the genome;
importantly, their method reports confidence intervals. While these parameter estimates
are not direct, i.e. they are scaled by the effective population size Ne, they can be
readily compared, so for example, the ratio rho/theta provides the ratio of recombination
rate / mutation rate.
The approach was specifically designed to deal with the type of metagenomic data we
will obtain, with individual sequenced fragments usually derived from different cells in
the population. On the one hand, using metagenomic sequence reads loses the long-
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distance linkage relationships obtained from sequencing individual clones; on the other
hand, the sampling itself is substantially less biased and much less laborious. The
method uses the allele frequency spectrum at all genomic positions to infer population
growth and mutation, and simultaneously infers recombination breakpoints using an
extension of the composite likelihood estimator of McVean et al. [59], allowing for
computationally tractable estimates from metagenomic sequence reads. Importantly,
these algorithms make realistic assumptions about the mechanism of bacterial gene
transfer, rather than theoretical frameworks that use assumptions from sexually
reproducing eukaryotes.
Changes in Haemophilus populations in longitudinal series: We will use the R
statistical programming language, especially the ‘zoo’ add-on package, to correlate
changes in population genetic parameter estimates, both genome-wide and as scans
along the chromosome, with patient metadata and the relative abundance of
Pasteurellaceae detected in Dr. Planet’s taxonomic profiles. These will reveal how
clonal genetic diversity changes over time and pinpoint specific regions with elevated
mutation or that are spreading by recombination in response to specific changes.
We will specifically address the question of whether intra-specific genetic diversity
reduces as a function of disease progression. Several studies point to overall declining
taxonomic diversity, and this could be accompanied by increasingly clonal populations
within individual species.
Mutators and population mutation rate: We will specifically examine populations for
the frequency of putative mutations in mutS and other DNA repair genes, since such
mutators are highly prevalent in CF. We will examine the frequency of repair mutants in
populations as a function of population mutation rate. Because mutS has also been
implicated in the fidelity of recombination, we will also examine how mutator frequency
correlates with population-recombination rates.
Caveats: (1) If Pasteurellaceae DNA is extremely rare in a clinical sample, coverage
may be lower than predicted and require more sequencing than is affordable for a
specific sample (though we expect costs to continue to drop). This might be a particular
problem during CF exacerbations, since the inflammatory response is correlated with
increased neutrophil DNA in sputum samples. Alternatives include subtractive
hybridization using commercial human DNA, or multiple rounds of uptake and recovery.
We may need to focus on young children and infants, where total DNA in sputum is
lower. (2) Some samples, particularly for oropharyngeal swabs, will contain very little
total DNA, so whole-genome amplification may be required. (3) The ability to assign
sequences to specific species is essentially determined by the stringency of our
alignment, and parameter estimates may vary, depending on alignment parameters. (4)
Recent foreign acquisitions in H. influenzae (e.g. prophage) contain few or no USSs, so
we will miss these accessory loci.
Outcomes: We expect that this will be the most comprehensive analysis of natural
bacterial populations ever conducted, and it will be directly relevant to understanding
chronic infections in CF and provide insights into patient care. The approach will be
exceptionally inexpensive compared to alternatives, and it offers a novel and powerful
method for studying Pasteurellaceae in other contexts.
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TABLE 1: USS density in representative genomes

Type genomes of representative taxa

Size (Mb)

Typical CF pathogensa
Haemophilus influenzae 86-028NP
1.9
Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1
6.3
Staphylococcus aureus N315
2.8
Burkholderia cepacia GG4
6.5
Stenothrophomonas maltophilia K279a
4.9
Achromobacter xylosoxidans A8
7.0
a
Atypical CF pathogens
Prevotella melaninogenica ATCC 25845
3.2
Fusobacterium nucleatum ATCC 25586
2.2
Bacteroides fragilis YCH46
5.3
Veillonella parvula DSM 2008
2.1
Porphyromonas gingivalis W83
2.3
Other respiratory tract microbes and Pasteurellaceae
Aggregat. Actinomycetem. D115-1
2.1
Pasteurella multocida Pm70
2.3
Streptococcus pneumoniae TIGR4
2.2
Moraxella catarrhalis RH4
1.9
Neisseria meningitidis MC58
2.3
Neisseria lactamica 020-06
2.2
Neisseria gonorrhoeae FA1090
2.2
Host
Homo sapiens hg19
3,137.2

%GC USSb USS/Mb

38.2% 1516
66.6%
17
32.8%
9
66.7%
19
66.3%
15
66.0%
14
41.0%
27.2%
43.3%
38.6%
48.3%

791.9
2.7
3.2
2.9
3.1
2

10
2
20
4
7

3.2
0.9
3.8
1.9
3

44.6% 1760
40.4% 927
39.7%
8
41.7%
19
51.5%
25
52.3%
23
52.7%
21

835.8
410.6
3.7
10.2
11
10.4
9.7

41.6% 2972

0.9

a Taken from Gaddard et al. 2012, PNAS
b Exact count of the 9mer AAGTGCGGT and its reverse complement (determined in UNIX)
Note, this is a simplistic view of the USS, and we later will use the full motif model.
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FIGURE 1: Genetic divergence is decreased within USSs
!"#

$"#

A. Genomic USS motif. Sequence logo of the 2205 genomic USSs in the H. influenzae
KW20 genome. Other isolates have indistinguishable genomic USS motifs. B. Sequence
divergence is constrained within the USS core and flanking T-rich tracts. Data was derived
from a Mauve multiple alignment of all 20 H. influenzae genome sequences. First,
anywhere the USS scoring matrix derived in Mell et al. 2012 finds a high scoring USS,
each position of the USS ± 5bp was scored for whether the position was polymorphic in the
multiple alignment. The total frequency that the position was polymorphic across all USSs
in the dataset is shown on the y-axis. Grey bars are for USS and flaking bases. The red
line indicates the genome average, and the dotted red lines indicate 95% confidence
intervals.
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FIGURE 2: Uptake and re-uptake of synthetic DNA
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A. Uptake by rec-2 cultures after 30 min of DNA fragments with the consensus USS (blue
circles), a 24% degenerate USS pool (red squares), or one of two recovered periplasmic
pools (green triangles and diamonds, corresponding to purifications from cell incubated
with 320 and 32 fragments/cell, respectively (black arrows)). B. Autoradiogram showing
total and periplasmic organic extractions from wt and rec-2 cultures after 5 minutes
uptake (128 USS fragments/cell). The aqueous fraction of periplasmic extractions retains
intact fragments but excludes labeled chromosomal DNA. Adapted from Mell et al. 2012.
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% uptake

FIGURE 3: Uptake and purification of sheared genomic DNA
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A. % uptake for sonicated fragments of two size distributions: 1-10 kb and 200-400 bp (200
ng DNA / 109 cells after 30 minutes. B. and C. show gels of 1-10kb and 200-400 bp
fragments taken up by cells, respectively. Cells incubated with DNA were split in two
aliquots, where total DNA was extracted from one, and periplasmic DNA from the other.
Notably, chromosome labeling is only observed in the total DNA of wild-type cells, but not in
the periplasmic prep of wild-type cells. Furthermore, rec-2 cells accumulate intact
periplasmic DNA, and size distributions are comparable between input and recovered
pools.
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FIGURE 4: Simplified schematic of recombination in vivo
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